
Week1 ownership, growth, small buz., 
entrepreneurship 
Business start-up option Create new, independent buz. Buy an existing buz. Buy into a franchise system Financial, borrowing, owner’s freedom and flexibility, BP & sys., support networks, workforce, customer base and brand recognition   
Financing your ideas  Self, fricral, family, R&D grant funding, business angels, co-investment funds and early stage VC funds, venture capital, IPO/trade sale etc.   
Buz. Form may affect: Tax liable Asset protection – liability  Ongoing cost Clients   
Sole trader Simplicity Taxation at personal rates Privacy Flexibility and control (e-commerce)    
Partnerships Same as above*2 More resources Cost sharing Broader skill and experience base Longevity (sold)   6. Dominant forms of buz. Structure were two above 

Limitation:  small in scale Indifferentiable from the human actor who drove them thus impermanent Limited in their capacity to raise and retain capital Limited in diversify/manage risk Unlimited lia.   7. Want to grow, more funding, diversify buz., something happen to us 



Corporation  Separate legal entity Can: - Sue or be sued - Enter into and enforce contracts - Hold title to and transfer property - Be found civilly and criminally liable for violation of law Characteristics: - Perpetual succession (but can be one man…) - Limited liability - Transferability of shares - Separate property   
Private com. - Limited lia. For sharh - Shares not traded on an exchange - Often family owned   
IPO - Sell shares in a com. To pub. via ASX, NYSE, LSE;  - Expand the investor base;  - Create greater compliance and reporting burden  
Growth options Scale, efficiency, resources, influence, returns, customer-base  
Organic/non-organic growth  Organic-growth Pros: Deeper client base relationship Harmony/oppo. Internal innovation Lower cost           

Cons. Retention Vulnerability Scale Speed 
 Non-option:  

mer.(2 become 1) And acq.(one buy one) 
Joint ventures  
Strategic alliances              



Acq. Motives 
 Synergy --  the increase in performance of the combined firm over what the two firms are already expected to accomplish as inde. firm 

M&A failure (no goal 35%) 
 Driver of post-aqu. Performance 
 Strategy readiness 
 Relative size 
 Method of acq. 
 Method of payment 
 Previous acq. 

 JVs: two or more firms working together to achieve mutually beneficial objetives. This usually involves an element of shared ownership 
 Strategic alliance: two or more companies agreeing to cooperate on a specific venture, often involving shared facilities or services 

Week 2 business strategy 
 
• Strategy – what is it? 
• Strategic planning process – from analysis to implementation 
• Contingency planning and strategic control 


